Most elements in substitutional dynamical systems, given as doubly infinite sequences, have unique pasts and futures in the sense that one one-sided infinite subsequence determines the other. The importance of those elements which do not have this property, the special elements, is well understood in the theory of substitutions and the dynamical systems associated to them.
recieved [1] before writing up this note. Although we have not attempted to do so, the results in our Section 3 could most likely be developed using the methods in [1] , and vice versa. The series of reductions based on replacing the substitutions in [1] is, however, computationally inconvenient for our purposes. Our Section 4 has no analogue there.
Substitutions
We refer to [6] , [5] , and [13] for a thorough introduction to this subject and shall here only lay out notation. Letting a denote a finite set or alphabet, we denote by a the set of nonempty finite words in a. A substitution is simply a map τ : a −→ a . We can extend τ to a or to
(with N 0 = {0, 1, . . . }, −N = Z\N 0 ) in the obvious way, and define powers of τ recursively. To define the action of τ on a Z we need to specify that the word resulting from the substitution of the letter at index 0 of a doubly infinite sequence x will be placed starting at index 0 in τ (x). We thus have τ (y.x) = τ (y).τ (x) where, as we will do in the following, we have used a dot to indicate the position separating −N and N 0 . We denote the opposite substitution defined by reversing each word τ (·) by τ −1 . Finally, an |a|×|a|-matrix A A A τ is associated to τ , counting at row b and column a the number of occurrences of b in τ (a).
We equip the sequence spaces mentioned in (1) with the product topology from the discrete topology on a, and define σ : a Z −→ a Z by (σ(x)) n = x n+1 . Maps of this type we will refer to as shift maps. A two-sided shift space is a closed subset of a Z which is mapped onto itself by σ. We shall refer to such spaces by "X" with possible subscripts. Generally speaking, a one-sided shift space is a closed subset of a N 0 or a −N which is mapped into itself by the unique shift map. We are only interested in those one-sided shift spaces which can be produced from two-sided shift spaces by projection, and denote these spaces by X + and X − , respectively. There is a rich theory of shift spaces; we refer to [8] and [7] .
For −∞ ≤ i < j ≤ ∞ we use interval notation x [i,j] to denote the (possibly infinite) subword of x corresponding to the indices between i and j. We write x [i,j[ = x [i,j−1] when it makes sense and is convenient. Unless specified otherwise, we index finite words by nonnegative indices starting with 0, and left or right infinite words by N 0 or −N.
The language of a two-sided shift space is the subset of a ∪ { }, where denotes the empty word, given by L(X) = {x [i,j] | x ∈ X, i ≤ j ∈ Z} where the interval notation should be obvious. Conversely, a subset G ⊆ a ∪{ } defines a shift space; the smallest shift space X G such that G ⊆ L(X G ). With G = {τ n (a) | n ∈ N, a ∈ a} we arrive at the substitutional dynamical systems denoted X τ which will be our main concern in the present paper.
We single out two important properties of substitutions below. The notation "A > 0" indicates that the matrix A has only positive entries.
It is decidable when a given substitution has these properties, cf. [11] and [15] . Primitive and aperiodic substitutions yield minimal shift spaces: all orbits {σ n (x) | n ∈ Z} are dense in the product topology induded by the discrete topology on a, cf. [13] . Consequently, there are no (ultimately) σ-periodic words in X τ , X The map induced by τ on X τ is injective, when τ is primitive and aperiodic.
Example 1.3
The following substitutions are all primitive and aperiodic:
The following notation is convenient. When w 0 , . . . , w n−1 is a finite list of words in L(X τ ), we define
Orbit classes and special elements
Definition 1.4 Let X be a two-sided shift space. We define three equivalence relations on X in the following way:
(i) If there exists a n such that x m = y n+m for all m ∈ Z then we say that x and y are orbit equivalent and write x ∼ o y.
(ii) If there exist a n and a N such that x m = y n+m for all m > N then we say that x and y are right tail equivalent and write x ∼ r y.
(iii) If there exist a n and a N such that x m = y n+m for all m < N then we say that x and y are left tail equivalent and write x ∼ l y.
Notice that x ∼ o y implies that x ∼ r y, x ∼ l y, so ∼ r and ∼ l induce equivalence relations on X/ ∼ o which we also will denote by ∼ r and ∼ l . We call an orbit class [x] in X/ ∼ o left or right special, respectively, if there exists
. A left special word x ∈ X is a representative of such an orbit class with the property that y ∈ X exists with
We say that the left special word x is adjusted if σ −n (y) is not left special for any n ∈ N.
The symmetric definition defines a class of (adjusted) right special words. Classical results ([13, p. 107], [2, Theorem 3.9]) give: Theorem 1.5 When τ is aperiodic and primitive, then the number of (left or right) special orbit classes is finite, but nonzero.
Note that as a consequence of this, there is always an adjusted special word representing each special orbit class. Clearly this word is unique.
A nice way of describing the structure of special words using the equivalence relations ∼ r and ∼ l on X/ ∼ o , suggested to us by an electronic exchange with Charles Holton, is by means of a bipartite graph defined as follows. The vertex set of the graph will be contained in the disjoint union of X/ ∼ r and of X/ ∼ l , and for each orbit class [x] o with x a special element, we let an edge connect A ∈ X/ ∼ r with B ∈ X/ ∼ l if [x] o ∈ A and [x] o ∈ B, and we label that edge [x] o . Removing all vertices with no edges, we arrive at a bipartite graph which we shall denote as the configuration graph of X. The theorem above shows that this is a finite graph when the shift space arises from a substitution. Examples are given in 4.7 below.
Using the fact that flow equivalence ( [12] ) on shift spaces is generated by conjugacy and expansion (see [9, Lemma 2.1]) one easily sees that the configuration graph, and hence the number of orbit or tail classes of special elements, is a flow invariant.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after having singled out the class of elementary substitutions and explained how to reduce the problem to this case, we associate certain graphs to such substitutions and explain how they give rise to a class of adjusted left special words. We also define a class of adjusted left special words arising from τ -periodic onesided words. In Section 3 we then proceed to prove that each adjusted left special word is on the list generated in the previous section. The main technical tool is the one-sided substitute for Lemma 1.2 which we shall be able to derive from the work of Mossé ([10] ). In Section 4 we describe an algorithm for determining tail and orbit equivalence of the output of the algorithm described and proved in the previous section. The paper ends with a summary of the algorithm and a few remarks of relevance to related work.
Collecting special elements

Elementary and simplifiable substitutions
We recall from [14, p. 17 ] that a substitution τ on the alphabet a is simplifiable if it can be factored τ = f • g for maps
where |b| < |a|. We say that the substitution υ = g • f is a simplification of τ in this case. In case τ is not simplifiable, we call it elementary.
It is decidable whether a substitution is simplifiable or elementary, cf. [14, p. 17] , and a succession of simplifications, ending with an elementary substitution, can be computed in the simplifiable case. Composing the 2n maps involved in a simplification in n steps to the elementary substitution υ, we get f, g with the property
This was used in [11] to provide an algorithm for deciding aperodicity by reducing to the elementary case. We shall use a similar strategy to compute the set of special elements for a given substitution, based on Proposition 2.2 below. First, however, we need to concern ourselves with establishing our key substitution properties for simplifications. Simplifications preserve aperiodicity -this is a key observation in [11] -but a simplification of a primitive substitution may fail to be primitive. However, the following holds:
Lemma 2.1 If a primitive and aperiodic substitution τ is simplified to an elementary substitution υ, then υ is primitive and aperiodic.
Proof: It follows easily that A A A τ and A A A υ are strongly shift equivalent, cf. [8] . Note further that A A A υ must be essential, as otherwise a letter could be deleted from the alphabet. Applying [8, Proposition 4.5.10], we get the desired result. Proposition 2.2 Let τ be a simplifiable substitution and let υ be an elementary simplification with maps f, g satisfying (2) above. The map induced by f preserves orbit and tail equivalence, and maps the (left, right) special orbits of X υ bijectively onto the set of (left, right) special orbits of X τ .
Proof: Clearly the maps induced by f and g preserve all three kinds of equivalence. Note also that they are injective because of Lemma 1.2; in the case of f because υ (and υ n ) is primitive by Lemma 2.1. Clearly, then, both maps send special elements to special elements. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be a choice of orbit inequivalent special words of X τ , representing all such orbit classes. We have that τ (x 1 ), . . . , τ (x n ) are orbit inequivalent special words of X τ , since τ is injective and X τ is aperiodic. Hence each orbit class of special elements is realized by a representative of the form f (g(x i )), where g(x i ) is special.
Example 2.3
The substitutions τ 1 , τ 3 , τ 4 , τ 5 and τ 6 are elementary, but τ 2 is simplifiable to p → ppqp, q → pprrppppp, r → pp using f given by p → 0, q → 321, r → 2 and g given by 0 → ppqp, 1 → pp, 2 → pp, 3 → pprrp.
N S-covers and their graphs
In the following, we assume that the alphabet a is equipped with some wellordering ">"; in the examples, we just use alphabetical or numerical order. Let W be a finite set of nonempty words. By W ×W we denote the set
consisting of pairs of words from W which end in different letters, arranged so that the word ending in the first letter according to ">" is first among the two.
Definition 2.4 Let τ be a primitive and aperiodic substitution. We say that the finite family W ⊆ L(X τ ) is an N S-cover of τ (a nonsuffix cover) if
forms a disjoint partition of X τ , and if for every pair (v, w) ∈ W ×W one can write
where t, u, z ∈ L(X τ ) with t, u = , and where either
Not every primitive and aperiodic substitution posseses an N S-coverour example τ 2 provides an example of this behavior as seen in Example 5.2 below. However, the following shall suffice for our purposes: Proposition 2.5 If a primitive and aperiodic substitution is elementary, it posseses an N S-cover. Indeed, there is a computable integer n such that the set {w ∈ L(X τ ) | |w| = n} is an N S-cover.
Proof: By [14, Theorem 1.6, p. 126], the integer
has the property that if words v, w ∈ L(X τ ) end in different letters, and both τ (v) and τ (w) have the suffix z, then |z| ≤ p. By primitivity, one letter a ∈ a has the property |τ (a)| ≥ 2, and we may find m such that a τ m (b) for every b ∈ a, and with
we thus have that a occurs p + 1 times in v if |v| = n. Thus
for each such v. In (3), this leaves n letters to read off v , w ending in different letters, and at least one more letter to read off t, u.
Implementation remark 2.6 In practice one finds that the value of n determined above is often much larger than needed. It is hence recommendable to simply try n = 1, n = 2, etc. until one reaches a sufficiently large length.
Example 2.7 For the substitutions considered in Example 2.8, the smallest number n such that the set of all words in the associated language is an N S-cover is
Let now τ be a primitive and aperiodic substitution with an N S-cover W. We define a multiply labeled graph G τ,W of τ and W as follows. Choose as vertex set V τ,W = W ×W and define for each (v, w) ∈ W ×W a threefold labeled edge (v , w )
where v , w and z, t, u are the (obviously unique) elements satisfying (3) . Let E τ denote the set of all such edges with (v, w) ranging over W ×W and define labelings
accordingly, associating z, t, u, respectively, to the edge in question. Finally, we label any edge of G τ by
according to which of the alternatives in Definition 2.4 is met. We will need to consider {+, −} as the group Z 2 , but find this notation more suggestive.
In the following definition, the essential part of a given graph is the subgraph defined by deleting all vertices which do not have both incoming and outgoing edges.
Definition 2.8
The graph G τ,W is the essential part of (V τ,W , E τ,W ) labeled by the restrictions of the labelings.
Corollary 2.9 For every primitive and aperiodic substitution τ with an N Scover W, G τ,W is a nonempty forest of cycles.
Proof: By construction, each vertex of G τ has only one incoming edge. Since G τ is essential, each vertex has at least one, and thus exactly one, outgoing edge. We conclude that G τ is a forest of cycles. Since (V τ , E τ ) defined above has at least one cycle, so does G τ . ,− Lemma 2.11 When W is an N S-cover for τ , then it is also an N S-cover for τ N for N ≥ 1. The underlying graph of G τ N ,W is identical to the higher power graph (G τ,W ) N , with edges representing paths on G τ W of length N . It is labeled by
and
where s i ∈ {+, −} is defined recursively by s 0 = ± and s i+1 = L (e i )s i .
Proof: To see the first claim, note that when (v, w) ∈ W ×W
where (v , w ) and (v , w ) are elements of W ×W. This forms the basis of an induction argument proving that W is an N S-cover for τ N . The remaining claims are straightforward.
Proposition 2.12
There is an N such that G τ N ,W is a forest of loops all labeled + by L .
Proof: As seen in the proof of Corollary 2.9, G τ,W is a forest of cycles. The power m defined as the least common multiple of all the lengths of cycles will lead to a graph with loops only. Then N = 2m will suffice.
We shall say that N is a W-basic power of the primitive and aperiodic substitution τ (relative to the N S-cover W) if G τ N ,W meets the conditions of Proposition 2.12. Our result above proves that every primitive and aperiodic substitution with an N S-cover W has an W-basic power. Suppose further that τ −1 has an N S-cover W . We say that N is an W, W -bibasic power if N is W-basic for τ and W -basic for τ −1 . A class of left special words on bracket form can be read of the graph thus associated to a W-basic substitution. Indeed, whenever (v, w) is a vertex in the graph, e is the loop at that vertex, and whenever L(e) = we have that
are words growing to infinity in both directions, as L + (e) = ∅, L − (e) = ∅ by definition of N S-covers. Thus both
+ are elements of X τ . Since v and w end in different letters, these elements are left special. We shall denote the class of such left special words by S W (lat. sinister ). By considering opposite substitutions and reverting the output of the procedure described above, we get a set of right special elements which we denote by D W (lat. dexter ).
Implementation remark 2.13
It is a theoretical convenience to work with special words read off a graph associated to basic powers, but as a consequence of our construction the words may also be read off graphs associated to smaller powers, notably N = 1. When the graph is no longer a forest of +-labeled loops, one proceeds as follows. For each vertex (v, w) in G τ,W , one follows outgoing edges e 0 , . . . , e n until e n ends at (v, w). One defines s i ∈ {+, −} recursively by
If s n = − one needs to consider
Obviously, we just get different -shorter -bracket representations of the elements of S W this way. 
τ -periodic points
We call elements y ∈ X + and x ∈ X − τ -periodic when τ n (x) = x or τ n (y) = y for some n ≥ 1. Let a be the last letter of x and b the first letter of y. If ab ∈ L(X τ ), then because every finite subword of x.y is contained in τ nk (ab) for some k, we have that x.y ∈ X τ . And if another τ -periodic word x ∈ X − ends in a = a for which a b ∈ L(X τ ), then x.y and x .y are left special elements.
The class S p of left special elements obtained this way is computable. For a letter a ∈ a gives rise to a τ -periodic word precisely when τ n (a) begins or ends in a, and there is a computable smallest integer N such that all possible first and last letters are attained at some power n ≤ N . Furthermore, the two-letter words of L(X τ ) is computable.
Definition 2.15
For any N S-cover W we write
The symmetric notation is applied to D as well.
We also note that such a left special element can be written on bracket form. Indeed, Example 2.16 S p is empty for τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 5 , τ 6 , but
3 The structure of special words
In the previous section we defined two classes of left special words which we denoted by S W and S p , respectively, and let S pW denote their union. In the present section we are going to prove that S pW coincides with the set of left special words.
Auxiliary results
The following is a one-sided substitute for Lemma 1.2. It is proved using techniques from [10] .
Lemma 3.1 For a primitive and aperiodic substitution τ , let x, y ∈ X τ . If τ (x) ∼ r τ (y), then x ∼ r y.
Proof: We first note, as in [10] , that there exists M ∈ N such that
for any a, b ∈ a. Since τ is primitive, we may choose M so large that an element u ∈ X τ has the property τ M (u) = u. As a consequence of [10] , cf. [5, Corollary 12], we may choose x , y ∈ X τ such that
By assumption, τ
By what we have already proved, {a n , a n+1 , . . . y [m+d] ). Consequently, x ∼ r y, as desired.
The main theorem
Lemma 3.2 Let τ be a primitive and aperiodic substitution with an N Scover W, and assume that N is a W-basic power for τ . Suppose that x 1 , x 2 ∈ X τ are elements of the form
where (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ W ×W. Then there exist y 1 , y 2 ∈ X τ of the form
, where e is the unique loop at (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ G τ,W .
Proof: As a consequence of [10] , cf. [5, Corollary 12] , there exist w i ∈ X τ , and integers m i with 0
We get that
and since τ N is also aperiodic and primitive, Lemma 3.1 applies to yield
We may and shall assume that among the pairs (n 1 , n 2 ) ∈ Z 2 satisfying (6), the sum n 1 + n 2 is minimal. For if (n Now by minimality
.
. Since we are working with a W-basic power τ N , we have
and since this is a segment of x i , we get that z begins at index 0. Consequently, (
Theorem 3.3 Let τ be a primitive and aperiodic substitution with an N Scover W. If x ∈ X τ is a left special word, then x ∈ S pW .
Proof: Choose a W-basic power τ N . Let x 1 , x 2 ∈ X τ be given with (
− (u i ) for some unique v i ∈ W. Note that after interchanging x 1 and x 2 if necessary, we may assume that (v 1 , v 2 ) ∈ W ×W. Apply Lemma 3.2 to get y i with the property stated there, and note that these elements are also left special and satisfy that (y i ) ∈ Cyl − (v i ). When z = , Lemma 3.2 can be iterated to get that
and this in turn implies that the x i are τ -periodic. When z = , Lemma 3.2 may be iterated to prove that
We note that this word lies in S W by construction. We note in passing that when L(e) = for all edges of G τ N ,W the case z = above does not occur and every left special word can be found in S W .
Deciding tail and orbit equivalence
We have managed to generate all special words of an aperiodic and primitive substitution. We have not yet, however, given an algorithm to decide which special words are adjusted. Similarly, since our method may output two or more elements which are orbit equivalent, or even identical, we have not yet explained how to count the number of orbit classes of special words or to compute the configuration graph. We solve these problems in the present section.
A decidable relation
In this section we consider the following auxiliary relation, prove that it is decidable on words on the form [v] − u.
[w] + , and that it is closely related to right tail equivalence.
Definition 4.1 Let τ be aperiodic and primitive, and consider x, y ∈ X τ . We write x → y when there exists n ∈ N 0 such that
We first see in Lemma 4.2 that it is decidable when [v]
for k up to a certain predefined integer, and then pass to general k in Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.2 Let τ be aperiodic and primitive, and let v, w ∈ L(X τ )\{ } and 0 ≤ k ≤ |w| be given. We have
Proof: If the equality of words holds, we get
In the other direction, first note that if [v]
using the assumption on k in the third step. Since otherwise a subword of v would be σ-periodic, the two powers agree, so the length of v must coincide with the length of
Reading off letters from the left we get equality of the words themselves.
Lemma 4.3 Let τ be aperiodic and primitive, and consider v, w ∈ L(X τ )\{ }.
Proof: Write
, and by Lemma 4.2 applied with τ i (w) in place of w we get that v is a subword of τ i (w)τ i+1 (w), and that
Since |τ (τ i (w) [0,j[ )| ≥ j we have |v| ≥ |τ i (w)|, and since we have, for any word u and any ≤ |u|,
we can apply this to u = τ i (w) and get that
Note that when w and v are given in the lemma above, there is only a finite number of i satisfying
In fact, unless a letter a ∈ a exists with |τ (a)| = 1, i is uniquely determined. Thus " →" becomes decidable for elements of X τ given on the form [v] − u.
[w] + . To tie this in with right tail equivalence, we note:
Proposition 4.4 Let τ be aperiodic and primitive, and consider a finite set B ⊆ X τ which contains all left special words of X τ . Then the equivalence relation induced by → on B coincides with left tail equivalence.
Proof: Since the other implication is obvious, let x, x ∈ B and assume that x ∼ r x to find a series of elements in B, related by " →", leading from x to x . More precisely, assume that we get that x 1 → x 2 , x 2 → x 1 , x 3 → x 1 , x 4 → x 1 , but x 3 → x 4 and x 4 → x 3 . This demonstrates that the symmetrized relation induced by " →" is not an equivalence relation, and hence not the same as right tail equivalence.
Deciding equivalences
Theorem 4.6 Let τ be a primitive and aperiodic substitution with an N Scover W, and with an N S-cover W given for τ −1 . On a finite set B with Checking orbit equivalence is hence reduced to comparing finite segments containing u and u . The adjusted left special words are then those left special words x with the property that y → x for each other left special y ∈ B in the same orbit class.
Example 4.7 Our algorithm leads to the following configuration data graphs: 
Conclusion
In conclusion, our algorithm is laid out as follows. We have implemented it as a Java applet, see [4] .
(a) Check that τ is aperiodic and primitive ( [11] , [15] ).
(b) Decide whether τ is simplifiable or elementary ( [14] ).
(c) If τ is elementary, let υ = τ . If τ is simplifiable, compute a simplification υ of τ ( [14] ).
(d) Compute an integer such that W n is an N S-cover for υ (2.5).
(e) Compute graphs G υ,Wn and G υ −1 ,Wn and read off sets S W and D W (2.8, 2.13).
(f) Compute sets S p and D p (2.15).
(g) Determine tail and orbit equivalence among elements in S pW ∪D pW (4.6).
(h) If τ = υ, transfer special elements back to the alphabet of τ (2.2).
Remark 5.1 Obviously steps (c) and (h) are redundant when τ is already elementary. And as noted after the proof of Theorem 3.3, we may skip step (f) and work directly with S W and D W when L(e) = for all edges of G τ N ,W and G (τ −1 ) N ,W , when N is an W, W -bibasic power. This will always be the case when τ is proper in the sense that there exists M ∈ N and letters r, l ∈ a such that every word τ M (a), a ∈ a begins in l and ends in r. Remark 5.3 Our paper [3] shows how finer data associated to special words may be used to distinguish the flow classes of τ 5 and τ 6 even though their configuration graphs coincide.
